Hash from The Halzephron Inn Sunday 11th November 2012 Run 1327
The Hash
Poppy day hash! Wow what a lovely setting, completely idyllic and we were
blessed with a gorgeous sunny morning. We headed off northwards towards
the coast from the pub and when we reached the slipway we turned left onto
the coastal path
We went through a place called Baulk? The footpath edged onto the cliffs. The
scenery is rocky seascapes we ran for about 20 mins. It was a bit slippery and
one hasher did slip over, no casualties thank goodness. We then regrouped at
a place called Church Cove. After that we headed southwards over a road and
up a hill past a golf course. We had a great hash halt where there was a great
picnic organised by Brooke Bond and Power Jen .We then traversed a few
fields where there were some bullocks/steers to contend with. We managed
to dodge the animals without help from Horny! The last part of the hash
consisted of going across a very slippery bridge through some wetlands. There
were some lovely birds of prey circling above.
Back at the pub we changed into dry footwear it was very wet and muddy
underfoot. Some hashers had a meal and some of us bathed in the beautiful
sunshine
Down Downs
 Furry was supposed to get a Down Down but was picked up early from
the pub.
 Powerjen and Brooke Bond got a Down Down for setting the hash

 Gonzo got one for something to do with a stroke......it sounded a bit
serious! Had he suffered one in the past!
 Knobby got one for his broken leg !

 Feotal and Not a Full Shilling got theirs because it was their last hash
before embarking on their trip overseas!
 PC got hers because she was wearing her jingle bells outfit!
 Grommit got hers because she was wearing a long red silky dress and
was referred to as the pantomime dame!
 Blue rinse got a Down Down as she was spotted going the wrong way off
a roundabout in Truro in the week.
 Cornish Animal was having some problems with his knee!
 Droop had blagged a tray from a pub at a previous hash
 Haz had appeared in The Telegraph magazine and the article had
mentioned his children but had failed to mention Carolyn his wife!
 Skids had a Down Down because he had been to a car boot with
Knickerless and when opening the boot had managed to bop her on the
nose or something like that.

On On
Ol’Chicken

